INTRODUCTION
Human Motion Capture is useful in reconstructing human events, including workplace injuries and fatalities. This paper gives an example of how Human Motion Capture was used to reconstruct and understand a fatal workplace injury.
In this case, a railroad conductor was fatally injured when he descended his parked locomotive at night in a rural location and then stepped into the path of a passing train. While circumstances suggested an intentional act, it was believed by all that this was an accident.
The authors were engaged by the two railroad companies involved to investigate the accident in order to determine the circumstances leading to the fatality. Human Motion Capture was used to reconstruct the actual motions of the conductor. RAILROAD TERMINOLOGY -We will first discuss the railroad terminology that applies to this event in order to help the reader understand the needs of the reconstruction.
Trains operate with a crew of two people. The person in the supervisory role and in charge of the train is called the conductor, and the person who operates the train is called the engineer.
Trains generally use a single track, called the main line, to move in both directions. When trains need to pass by on the same line, they use a holding area called a siding. A siding is a segment of track parallel to the main line large enough to hold an entire train. The center of the siding is generally about 15 feet from the main line. It is not uncommon for a train to wait a half-hour on a siding for an approaching train. While waiting, one crew member is permitted to take a nap.
Some sidings are located near grade crossings (where the vehicular traffic can cross the rail). The railroad rules require engineers to sound the train's horn when approaching grade crossings, but not when approaching sidings or parked trains.
Because many trains are a mile long or more, it is difficult for a two person crew to effectively keep an eye on the operating condition of the entire set of cars. For this reason, railroads use a "Roll-By Inspection" procedure. Essentially, the conductor of a waiting train dismounts the locomotive, on the side opposite the passing train, and inspects the other train as it passes by. He or she reports by radio any problems observed, such as flat spots on wheels, open railcar doors, equipment producing sparks, and the like.
INVESTIGATION
From the evidence in the subject case, it was learned that the conductor's eastbound train had pulled into the siding to the north of the main line at around midnight with an ambient air temperature of minus 5 degrees Fahrenheit. The locomotive was parked approximately 50 feet west of a rural grade crossing. There was very limited lighting in the area. The train waited approximately a half-hour for the westbound train to arrive.
The engineer on the parked train testified that the conductor exited the cab without his gloves, without his railroad lantern and without his radio. The platform on the front of the locomotive was reached through a door on the nose of the locomotive. The engineer did not have a view, from his seated position, of the area where the conductor stepped onto the platform and descended the steps. He testified that he first became aware of a problem when the other train began to stop.
The crew of the westbound train had sounded the horn for the crossing and indicated surprise at observing the conductor descending the steps on the main line side of the locomotive. They were momentarily relieved when he paused on the ladder, but were unable to prevent the accident when he continued to descend to the ground and stepped into their locomotive's path. They said he was wearing a coat with a hood, and that they never saw his face.
CONTEXT DEVELOPMENT
To provide the context for the human motion reconstruction, a visit to the scene was made on the anniversary of the accident with both of the involved locomotives. The eastbound locomotive was parked on the siding and the westbound train made to approach at the speed determined from the event recorder data taken at the time of the accident. A 3D digital model of the area was constructed from survey data and a low level aerial photograph, shown in Figure 1 , was taken of the scene. Digital models of the locomotives were produced from railroad data. A computer animation was generated using the event recorder data for the motion of the approaching locomotive. The animation was used to make the video match, described later, and to provide an overhead view, shown in Figure 2 . 
MOTION CAPTURE SYSTEM
A ShapeWrap II motion capture suit by Measurand, Inc. was used to gather motion data onsite at a local rail yard. Shown in Figure 3 , the suit was worn by one of the authors while performing the actions of the conductor, as described in witness testimony, on a sister locomotive. The motion capture project is divided into four segments -Setup, Data Capture, Cleanup and Application.
SETUP -The setup process itself is made up of two segments -System Assembly and Actor Calibration.
System Assembly -To outfit an actor with the ShapeWrap II system, the actor first puts on a set of specially-modified Lycra pants and shirt, which have Velcro mount-points sewn into the fabric. It is possible to mount suit components directly to the skin using medical tape, however this option is definitely not preferred by actors. Tight-fitting attachments are key to getting reliable motion data. If components move relative to the limbs, the motion recorded data will contain awkward jerks and blips.
Once the Lycra suit is in place, components are mounted on the actor. Components are shown in Figure  6 and installed in the following order. The equipment vest carries all of the sensing equipment on the actor's upper back and the batteries for wireless operation on the actor's chest. The components are attached to the actor's limbs and back using Velcro fasteners.
Actor Calibration -After the actor is fully outfitted with equipment, the suit must be calibrated with the actor's dimensional properties. In order for the Inverse Kinematic calculations to work correctly, precise distances between joints must be known for each actor who wears the suit. In our company's process, the calibration information for each actor is kept on recordthis speeds the calibration for actors who have worn the suit previously. For an example of the Actor Data Sheet, see Appendix A.
After calibrating dimensional properties, the suit is activated and connected to a notebook computer with an 802.11b (WiFi) wireless network connection. This connection provides the actor with a radius of travel in the area of 400 feet from the notebook computer. The wireless connection is one of the strengths of the system, allowing data capture to occur anywhere the computer can be situated.
For this project, the notebook computer was set up inside the locomotive cab. Figure 7 shows the Motion Capture Operator and the notebook computer. Wireless communication remained strong even though the locomotive body and engine potentially could provide some interference.
When calibrating the system, the Shape Tapes must be warmed up and then kept at a fairly constant temperature throughout the capture process. The warmup is accomplished by starting the system and running it for several minutes before capturing data.
To maintain the temperatures of the Shape Tapes since the ambient outside air temperature for this project was about 50 degrees Fahrenheit, the author simply remained inside the locomotive cab except when acting out the motions prescribed by the testimony. 
Data Capture -Once calibration is completed, the system is ready to capture motion. The system operates in one of three modes while capturing data -Walking, Non-Walking, and Free-Form. Each mode applies a different algorithm to the captured data in order to produce human motion.
Walking -The Walking mode depends on sensing data from the foot pad sensors, and was best suited to the actions required in this case. In walking mode, the system can be set to either compute or ignore elevation changes from the motion data. The elevation computation was activated for the ladder-descent portion of the actor's motion, but deactivated for the walking portions.
Non-Walking -Non-Walking mode was not used in this project. It handles footstep motion differently, assuming that both feet remain planted. Non-Walking mode does not pass the footstep data through the walking algorithm. Non-Walking mode would be used to capture the motions of someone working in place, for example.
Free-Form -Free-Form mode was not used in this project. Its principle use is for capturing the motion of an actor who is not moving relative to his or her immediate environment. For example, Free-Form mode would be used to capture the motion of an actor riding a bicycle or driving a car.
MOTION CAPTURE PROJECT
This capture session required multiple passes and took about two hours to complete. The testimony indicated that the conductor had walked out of the front locomotive door, walked to the top of the steps on the south side of the locomotive and then turned to face the hand-rails at the top of the steps. The testimony from the passing train's engineer indicated that the conductor paused to look toward the north side of the locomotive after stepping on the first step, then paused again to look past the front of the locomotive before dismounting to the ground. The motion capture session included video for use in authentication and in smoothing the data.
Locomotives are 10 feet wide so their operation on tracks centered 15 feet apart leaves only five feet between two adjacent locomotives. The testimony indicated that the conductor took two or three steps in the direction of the main line after reaching the ground.
Several data capture runs were made with variations included to provide a range of data for subsequent view and selection by the eyewitness conductor of the approaching locomotive.
Some of the variations were:
• Turn to right or left to position at top of steps • Begin descent of ladder with right or left foot • Begin turn toward moving train with right or left foot • Number of steps taken before turning towards train CLEANUP AND ASSEMBLY -As is usually required with motion capture data, a clean-up operation was performed to smooth the motion after the session. Extreme peaks and valleys in the motion curves of the raw data were clipped to reduce jitter using a combination of Measurand ShapeRecorder, Alias MotionBuilder Pro and tools available in Autodesk 3DS Max.
Capture segments with and without elevation computation were combined to produce a single motion for the character to exit the locomotive, approach the handrails, turn, descend the ladder and dismount the locomotive.
MOTION ASSIGNMENT -The completed motion was assigned to a 3D digital human model of the appropriate stature, selected from the authors' library of digital characters. The character was dressed with the same type of hooded coat worn by the conductor. An image of the character is shown in Figure 8 . 
MOTION RECONSTRUCTION AND VISUALIZATION
The motion reconstruction and visualization of the accident sequence was to be shown from the perspective of the approaching locomotive in order to demonstrate the crew's inability to do anything to avoid the accident. This process involved the integration of the 3D character motion with the video taken on the anniversary night from the moving locomotive.
The animated camera was motion-matched with the video camera in the locomotive so that the 3D character would appear in the correct position in the video, providing a realistic, real-time view.
The conductor was illuminated by the headlights of the approaching locomotive and silhouetted in the headlight of his own locomotive as he exited his cab. This enabled the crew of the approaching train to view his motion from the time he exited the cab until he stepped into their path. The distance between the two locomotives at the time he exited his cab was determined by the timing of his motion and the speed of the approaching train.
The following figures were taken directly from the video match visualization. In Figure 10 , the character has already begun to descend when the locomotive is 7 seconds and 226 feet away. Figure 12 is at 0.5 seconds before impact while the train was 16 feet away. This is just before he disappeared from the crew's view, and they knew he would be hit. VIEWING AND ADJUSTMENT -During the work in progress, the assembled video was shown to the eyewitness conductor of the approaching train. He provided valuable observations which were used to adjust the motion and timing with respect to the arrival of the moving locomotive. His essential information made the visualization a realistic representation of how the accident happened.
In addition, the eyewitness conductor remembered seeing the other conductor putting on a coat as he exited the cab of the parked locomotive in the frigid weather. Although the motion capture session had not included this kind of action, it was able to be added later as key-framed motion.
Through his recollections about the train operation that night, the eyewitness conductor helped explain how the entire event could come to pass. The westbound locomotive's event recorder indicated that the horn began sounding 28 seconds before it reached the parked locomotive. At the time the approaching train was close enough to sound for the crossing the conductor should have already been on the ground to do his "Roll-by Inspection".
The timing of the reconstructed human motion is consistent with the conductor getting up to leave the locomotive at about the time the horn of the approaching locomotive began to sound. His action is consistent with having dosed, been awakened by the sound of the horn and having rushed out, thinking the train would pass on the north side rather than the south side.
He descended the ladder on the wrong side of his locomotive and he did not look directly at the approaching train. He appeared to have intentionally stepped away from his locomotive, without looking, as he would have if the train was passing on the opposite side.
The reconstruction showed how the accident occurred and that the crew on the approaching train was powerless to prevent the accident.
ADVANTAGES
FOUNDATION -By capturing an actual person in motion, the shape wrap system provides foundation for demonstrative evidence to be presented in the courtroom. The basis in reality is critical for admission into court. Hand-animated motion lacks the connection between what really happens when a person moves, and what is seen in the finished product. By capturing the human motion rather than animating, the technician's opinion of how movement appears to him is eliminated from the development process.
The portability of the system was an important factor in this project. The strict lighting and staging requirements of optical motion capture would have made data capture on an actual locomotive impossible. Creating some kind of substitute locomotive platform for use inside a studio would be fraught with foundation issues, not to mention the difficult construction process that would be required.
KNOWLEDGE GAINED
HARDWARE ROBUSTNESS -Before the project, there was a concern that several features of locomotives in general would be detrimental to the project design. Since locomotives generate huge electromagnetic fields with their motors, and are more-or-less large metal containers, there was apprehension that insurmountable issues would be experienced either with the head, torso and pelvis magnetometers, or with the 803.11b network connection. As it turned out, the network connection never went down, and the transitions from inside to outside the locomotive did not result in problems.
The team did experience some heat sensitivity of the tapes. When the actor stood with one side of the body facing the sun and the other side facing away, a large temperature differential occurred. This was easily rectified by paying close attention to the body positioning when outside, and by keeping the actor inside as much as possible.
CLEANUP -Some motion jitter can be experienced with a mechano-optical system such as the Shape Wrap II. Ideally the motion would be smooth and fluid, such as that which can be achieved with studio-based optical systems. The trade-off of fluid motion capture for portability is acceptable, however. There is some footsliding and the motion can appear a bit stiff. While the authors anticipate eagerly the arrival of future versions, the current technology is viable for use in the production of demonstrative evidence. The results of the project demonstrate that while some slight jitter may be present, it is not readily apparent and does not detract from the representation of the motion.
CONCLUSION
Human motion capture was instrumental in demystifying this baffling work place fatality.
The motion reconstruction helped the eyewitness to clarify what he saw and to aid in the motion reconstruction. The use of the combination of the nighttime video and the video match with human motion capture made it possible to create a realistic real-time reconstruction and visualization of the accident.
The procedures and methods used in this study have application to a variety of accidents involving human motion in the work place and in everyday life, such as pedestrian accidents, bicycle accidents, sports accidents, public transport accidents and others.
The results of this study have potential application in demonstrating how a disregard for rules creates a hazard in the workplace and can further be applied in safety training materials.
